Core Genome Multilocus Sequence Typing Scheme for High-Resolution Typing of Escherichia coli
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Abstract

Methods and Materials

Escherichia coli is a large and diverse group of
bacteria and most of them are harmless. However,
Shiga toxin-producing E. coli (STEC) can cause a
food borne disease by producing Shiga toxin. Quick
and efficient strain typing of E. coli isolates is crucial
for the prevention of outbreaks. Conventional straintyping methods such as PFGE, serotyping and MLST
have been widely used and produced useful
information. But they have various limitation such as
time consuming and too much variability for PFGE,
low resolution for serotyping and MLST. Advances in
whole genome sequencing provide opportunity to
discriminate the bacterium strains using all the genes
in their genomes to solve this problem. In this study
we developed high-resolution Core Genome
Multilocus Sequencing Typing Schema (cgMLST) for
E. coli strain-typing using Ridom® Seqsphere+
software. This schema has been validated and
integrated into the OpGen Acuitas® Whole Genome
Sequence Analysis Pipeline.

Data Acquisition
For this project, 45 E. coli isolates were sequenced with MiSeq and 2 X 250 bp sequencing data
were generated. The whole genome sequences were assembled with assembler Velvet. In
addition, total 183 E. coli isolates 2 X 250 bp MiSeq whole genome sequencing data were
downloaded from NCBI SRA database and assembled at OpGen. Furthermore, we also used 200
assembled whole genome sequences were also downloaded from NCBI Assembly database.

To create a stable E. coli cgMLST schema, the
well annotated, finished genome of E. coli O157:H7
strain Sakai (NC_002695.1) was chosen as the
reference genome, and 61 E. coli finished genome
and scaffold sequences from The National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) were used as
query sequences. Among 5204 genes within the
reference genome, 2300 genes have been selected
into the final cgMLST schema.

To validate the E. coli cgMLST schema, total 228
E. coli isolates sequencing data or whole genome
sequences have been downloaded from NCBI
databases. The 139 downloaded sequencing data
and 45 isolates sequencing data generated at
OpGen have been assembled with the Acuitas Whole
Genome Sequence Analysis Pipeline. All 228 isolates
have >95% targets within the schema, suggesting
the E. coli cgMLST schema has chosen valid targets.
We further demonstrated that the E. coli cgMLST
could correctly predict outbreak groups, produce the
consistent results comparing with conventional strain
typing MLST or serotyping, but with higher resolution.
Finally, we also demonstrated that the E. coli
cgMLST could be used to discriminate E. coli from
the other close Escherichia species.
Core genome SNP (cgSNP) has also been used
to strain type clinical isolates using the whole
genome sequences. Our results demonstrated that
cgMLST and cgSNP have the similar resolution. The
advantage of cgMLST is that cgMLST can be
standardized as conventional MLST.

Creation of E. coli cgMLST Schema and Validation:
The E. coli cgMLST Schema was developed using procedure described in Ridom Seqsphere+
documentation (ref.1). One refence sequence (NC_002695.1, Escherichia coli O157:H7 str. Sakai)
and 61 query sequences were used for this process. It was then validated by 228 whole genome
3. The cgMLST has the similar resolution as strain-typing with SNP: The minimal spanning tree
sequences assembled at OpGen and 160 whole genome sequences downloaded from NCBI.
generated by cgMLST (Figure 1A) is similar to minimal spanning tree generated by cgSNP
Thresholds of Outbreak Cluster: Whole genome sequences of isolates from three outbreak
analysis in reference 2. Both methods grouped the isolates to three outbreak groups correctly and
groups (ref. 2) were used to find the maximum number of different targets between isolates within
have similar resolution.
the outbreak groups. This was set as outbreak cluster threshold. the fourth outbreak group (ref. 3,
4. Strain-typing with cgMLST has consistent results
4) was used to confirmed the threshold.
but higher resolution, comparing with serotyping
and conventional MLST:
The whole genome sequences of total 40 E. coli
isolates that belong to 7 serotypes were analyzed by
1. The OpGen E. coli Schema has 2300 Targets: OpGen developed an E. coli cgMLST schema
the E. coli cgMLST. The dendrogram was generated
with the whole genome sequence of E. coli O157:H7 str. Sakai (NC_002695.1) as reference
(Figure 2). Thirty-six isolates have been place into right
sequece and other 61 E. coli isolates’ whole genome sequences as query sequence using
cluster. Within each cluster of each serotype, the
Ridom SeqSphere+ software. We validated this schema with whole genome sequences
isolates have been further differentiated by cgMLST.
assembled from MiSeq seqencing data of five replicates of E. coli K 12 strain, 44 unique E. coli
To further validate the E. coli cgMLST Schema, we
isolates generated at OpGen and 183 E. coli isolates downloaded from NCBI (Table 1): (1) We
have chosen 7 isolates from outbreak A and 24 isolates
detected more than 99% of 2300 targets with all five replicates of E. coli K 12 resequencing data
from outbreak B from Canada (ref. 2). We also
range 99.11% to 99.17%, higher than threshold of required 98.5% for reference strain. (2) We
included
an
irrelevant
E.
coli
strain
(
NCBI
GenBank:
Figure 2. Strain-typing with cgMLST vs. Serodetected more than 95% of 2300 targets with all assembled whole genome sequences
AP010958.1) to generated dendrogram (Figure 3). As typing. Seven serotypes of E. coli isolates were
assembled from sequencing data of 44 unique E. coli isolates sequenced at OpGen and 183
strain-typed with cgMLST.
shown
in
the
figure,
cgMLST
can
correctly
identify
two
isolates downloaded from NCBI SRA, meeting the requirement for stable cgMLST schema.
outbreak
groups
(Figure
3A)
and
MLST
recognized
the
isolates
from
two
outbreak
groups
as
an
Majority of them have more than 98.5% targets detected.
identical strain (Figure 3B), demonstrating higher resolution of cgMLST comparing with
We further tested our schema with 160 E. coli whole genome sequences downloaded from
conventional MLST.
NCBI Assembly database. One is outliner. Out of 159 remaining assemblies, 157 has more than
95% targets detected. Other two have 94.7% and 94.4% targets detected, respectively, further
validation of this E.coli cgMLST schema.

Results

Groups

Average

K12 replicates 99.11%

Min targets Max Targets Total number
Isolates with
Isolates with
found
found
of Isolates >98.5% targets found >95% tragets found
99.04%

99.17%

5

5

5

OpGen

98.92%

97.13%

99.39%

44

38

44

NCBI MiSeq

99.33%

96.30%

99.87%

183

168

183

NCBI WGS

98.69%

94.43%

100.00%

159

109

157

Table 1. Validation of E. coli cgMLST schema with E.coli whole genome sequences. (1) Assemblies
of five replicates of E. coli K 12. (2) Assemblies of 44 unique E. coli isolates sequenced with MiSeq at
OpGen. (3) Assemblies of 183 E. coli isolates MiSeq whole genome sequencing data downloaded from Figure 3. Strain-typing of E. coli isolates with cgMLST vs MLST. Total 32 isolates were strain-typed by cgMLST (A) and MLST
(B). Two outbreak groups have been identified by cgMLST (cutoff of 17 targets indicated by dash line), but not by MLST.
NCBI SRA. (4) 159 E. coli whole genome sequences downloaded from NCBI.
5. Discriminate non-E. coli isolates with cgMLST: Since E. coli cgMLST targets are conserved core
A

genomic coding sequences, they are present in all E. coli isolates. If a significant percentage
(>10%) cgMLST targets can’t be found in an isolates, then tit is possible that he isolates isn’t E. coli.
As shown in Table 2, E. alberti and E. fergusoni have more than 40% missing E. coli cgMLST
targets. The results suggest the cgMLST can also be used as the species confirmation.

In conclusion, we have successfully created and
validated a stable E. coli cgMLST schema. The
schema successfully strain-typed closely related E.
coli isolates with high resolution and accurately
predicted outbreak groups, demonstrating the utility
of Acuitas Whole Genome Sequence Analysis for
transmission investigations and outbreak prevention.

Objectives
1. To create and validate high-resolution cgMLST
schema for E. coli strain-typing using Ridom
Seqsphere+ software.
2. To compare the E. coli strain-typing results using
cgMLST with results of other strain-typing
methods.
3. To explore novel application of cgMLST straintyping.

2. The cluster threshold for the outbreak prediction of this schema is determined as 17
targets: Total 114 isolates from E. coli O157:H7 outbreaks in Alberta, Canada in 2014 (Outbreak
B in ref. 2) were analyzed with this E. coli cgMLST schema. The maximum difference between
the isolates within this outbreak group is 17 targets (Figure 1A). Other two outbreak groups in the
same paper (outbreak A and outbreak C) with 10 and 9 isolates have maximum of two and none
targets difference. To further confirm the outbreak cluster threshold, 18 isolates from 2011 E. coli
104:H4 outbreaks in Germany and France (Ref. 3 and 4) were strain-typed with the schema. As
shown in the Figure 1. B, the maximum difference between isolates within German outbreak is 15
targets and the maximum difference between isolates within French outbreak is two targets.
Taking together, the outbreak cluster threshold for OpGen E. coli cgMLST is 17 targets out of
2300 targets, which is very similar to OpGen Pseudomonas aeruginosa cgMLST outbreak
threshold which is 35 out of 3694 targets (unpublished results).

B

Assembly Accession
GCA_000618005.2
GCA_000618125.1
GCA_000512125.1
GCA_001549955.1
GCA_000026225.1
GCA_000191665.1

Species
Escherichia coli
Escherichia coli
Escherichia albertii
Escherichia albertii
Escherichia fergusonii
Escherichia fergusonii

Strain
Good Target Failed Target Not Found Target
98-3133
2285
12
3
F6627
2267
24
9
KF1
1320
22
958
EC06-170
1329
18
953
ATCC 35469
1283
14
1003
ECD227
1279
15
1006

Table 1. The stats of Analysis of E.coli and related strain with E.coli cgMLST.
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